The CCT Forum and Critical and Creative Thinking Program

Present:

Harvard Project Zero leading research associate

Dr. Shari Tishman

“Artful Thinking: Using the Power of Art to Teach Thinking Across Curriculum”

Join us for an enlightening discussion and reception to follow!

**When:** Wednesday, April 16, 4:15 - 6:45pm

**Where:** Campus Center Ballroom A

RSVP: WEDNESDAY APRIL 9 - Tara Tetzlaff (cct@umb.edu)

Shari Tishman, Ph.D. (CCT ’83), Sr. Research Associate, Harvard Project Zero and Lecturer in the Arts in Education program at HGSE, specializes in environments and instructional approaches for schools, arts settings, and museums that help people learn how to think.

Artful Thinking is a research-based program that helps teachers use visual art in curriculum to improve students’ thinking and deepen disciplinary learning. Shari presents foundational ideas underlying the Artful Thinking approach and introduces instructional resources including thinking dispositions, thinking routines, and documentation of student thinking.